BHAKT ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL
LESSON- 4


ADDITION

STD : III

SUB: MATHS

Fill in the Blanks
1. Addition is putting two or more numbers together
2. The numbers that we add are called addends
3. The result of addition is called the sum
4. The sum of any number and zero is the number itself
5. There are three properties of addition
6. The sum of two numbers does not change when the order
of the addends is changed is called an order property

 Find the sum (Add the following)
1. 4 2 5 3
2. 4 3 0 2
3. 2 4 5 1
3241
270
2423
+2 3 0 3
+
15
+1104
9797
4587
6.

4678
1956
+1 3 5 7

7. 4 5 6 7
21
463
+ 201

 Arrange in columns and add
For example : 2356 +323 + 35 +35
2356
323
35
+
35
2749

8.

4.

9413
73
132
+ 204

3709
+1 4 0 0

9.

5. 7 2 9 8
+1 2 1 2

8193
23
510
+1 0 3 2

1. 243 + 142
2. 6230 +354 + 13
3. 5241 + 13 24 +431

4. 1376 +2658 +1230
5. 3059 +415 + 1967
6. 2163+1988 +77 +8

 Word problems ( If in the question symbol of rupees is given , we always
use word ( Cost of )for the statement otherwise we use the word
(Number of)
1. A town had 4568 men , 3942 women , 1428 children . What is the
population of the town ?
Solution : Number of men
=
4568
Number of women =
3942
Number of children = + 1 4 2 0
9930
Hence , the population of the town is 9930.

2 . Rahul has 2682 marbles, Raghav gave him 938 marbles more . How many
marbles does he have now ?
Solution : Number of marbles Rahul have
Number of marbles Raghav gave more

= 2682
=+ 938
3620

Hence , 3620 total marbles he have now
3 A poultry farm produces, 2369 ,1823 and 887 eggs in three days . How many
eggs altogether are produced in all the three days.
Solution : Number of eggs in first day

= 2369

Number of eggs in second day = 1 8 2 3
Number of eggs in third day

=+ 8 8 7

5079
Hence , 5079 eggs altogether are produced in all the three days.
4 Priya purchased a book for Rs. 375 , a bag for Rs. 525 and an uniform for Rs.
600 . How much money does she have to pay for all.
Solution : Cost of a book
Cost of a bag

= Rs.

375

= Rs. 525

Cost of an uniform = Rs.+ 600
Rs 1500
Hence, Rs. 1500 she has to pay in all.
5)

A farmer has 5708 mango trees in his garden.He planted 2856 trees more.

What is the total number of trees in the garden?
6) A factory produced 1468 ,2329 , 1560 bicycles in three days. How many
bicycles he produced in all ?
7) In a farm, there are 1492 cows ,1042 buffaloes and 4268 hens. How many
animals in total are present in the farm.
8) On Raja’s admission in a school, his father Paid Rs.3780 as fees , Rs.1358 on
books and Rs.956 on his uniform. How much money did he spend in total ?

